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This assignment builds on the following LCCDE (analogous to the one covered in class). The second 
order difference equation is defined by: 
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1. Analytically evaluate its zero-input, zero-state, and total responses, given . ( 1.05) ; 0n
nx n= − ≥

2. Analytically evaluate the unit pulse response of the system described by the above LCCDE. 
3. Draw the FUN(damental) Direct Form I SFG that implements the above system and its initial 

conditions. 
4. Write a MATLAB module FUN.m that implements the SFG drawn in Part 3 for a single clock cycle 

(one sample in, one sample out). Use the following function definition (the 1st line of your m-file) 
function [yn,state_next] = FUN(b,a,state_now,xn) 
where the input and output parameters are defined as follows: 
• b & a  — Vectors containing bi and ai coefficients of the SFG; e.g., b = [b0, b1, …, bM]; 
           a = [a0, a1, …, aN] 
• state_now — Vector containing values of the SFG states at the present (time instant n) 
• xn   — Present input sample (a scalar value) 
• yn   —  Present output sample (a scalar value; available after computation is finished) 
• state_next — Vector containing values of the SFG states at the next time instant (i.e. n+1) 
Note: Use the dimensions of the coefficient vectors to define the internal variables, so that a general 
module results, i.e. one that can be used for any finite dimensional LCCDE. The memory used 
internally to FUN cannot grow with n, so that the module can be used ad infinitem. 

5. Validate your module by comparing its simulation results against the analytical results of all four 
responses (Parts 1 and 2). Hint: When functions “look the same,” also look at their difference, so 
you’ll know to what extent these functions are actually the same or different. 

6. Develop input-output test procedures in MATLAB for the Linearity and Time-Invariance system 
properties (start from the definitions). Test your MATLAB module using the input-output tests you 
developed. Interpret the resulting observations. 

 
Hints:  
a) In simulation, your module should be used inside a FOR loop with the time index n as iteration 

variable. For instance, if you want to simulate from n = 0 to 100, then set up the FOR loop as 
follows: 
… % filter initialization 
n = 0:100; % defining time vector 
… % define input here 
state = [0] ; % define initial state (column vector, of correct dimensions!) 
state_history = zeros(length(state),length(n)) ; 
for k = 1:length(n) 
    xn = x(k) ; 
    [yn,state] = FUN(b,a,state,xn) ; %module for single clock cycle 
    y(k) = yn ; 
    state_history(:,k) = state ; 
end 

b) Use Matlab to compute needed numerical values, and then use these in the analytical expressions. 
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